
See, seen. Eyes on a golden plate.

Wednesday, 1st of March, 2017, kl. 15.00

I am pleased to invite you to a tour of See, seen. Eyes on a golden plate an installation put together by 
Moa Alskog, presenting works by artists Karl Isakson, Viktoria Wendel Skousen, Sara Ursina, Ingrid 
Eggen and Hvid[mə] Archive. 

“It is about fixing the gaze. 
He could have said that the small things matter; he did not say that. He could have said that the love to 
your neighbour is what matters; he did not say that. He did not say what you should fix your gaze at. He 
just said it has to be fixed.” 
(Own translation. Knausgård, Karl Ove, 2011, Min Kamp 6, Forlaget Oktober AS)
The gaze is the essential, not what the gaze sees, argues Knausgård a few paragraphs later in the book.  
It is essential since it gives the objects and the phenomenon in the world their meaning. The world has 
no meaning in itself, we create it on the basis of what we know, with help from past experiences, that 
inevitably colours our gaze. It is difficult not to read the exterior as the interior, and not to believe, like 
Knausgård says ”that the meaning it [the gaze] sees belongs to the objects or the phenomenon”. Or like 
the feminist sociologist Eva Illouz writes in her book Why Love Hurts [in modernity] ”physical attrac-
tiveness and personality becomes indexes of one’s inner value”.
Problems occur when certain peoples gaze are given more power then others; something that can lead 
to making others see themselves through certain peoples eyes. Unconsciously.
Often, also for the one with power.

The installation is situated in an apartment of 57 square meters, a home and now a scene for 
artworks , furniture, reproductions, books and other objects.
There a story is told about a white middelclass woman from Scandinavia, in many ways privilileged, 
but with precarious living conditions, existential angst and a feeling of powerlessness.
The focus is not the unique in the individual, but the individual’s relation to the collective. In other 
words what social, economical and material factors that sustain her life and organise her actions and 
choices.

@ Jesper Brochmands gade 6, 2200 Copenhagen N. 
Drinks and snacks will be served.

The exhibition is kindly supported by Grosser L.F. Foghts Fond. 


